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SHORT BIO
Steven Salvatore is a gay, genderqueer author, college writing professor, Mariah Carey
lamb, and Star Wars fanatic. They hold an MFA in Creative Writing from The New
School. They currently live in Peekskill, New York, with their amazingly patient
husband, whose name is also Steve. They are the author of AND THEY LIVED… CAN’T
TAKE THAT AWAY, and A SUPERCUT OF US (forthcoming May 2023.) They are also
the co-founder of Pride Book Fest. Steven is represented by Jess Regel of Helm Literary
Agency.

LONG BIO
Steven Salvatore is the gay, genderqueer author of AND THEY LIVED…, CAN’T TAKE
THAT AWAY, and the forthcoming A SUPERCUT OF US (May 2023). They are a college
writing professor, Mariah Carey lamb, and Star Wars fanatic who spends most days
daydreaming and making up stories. Steven grew up in Tarrytown, New York, and
studied writing and art history at Ithaca College before receiving their MFA in Creative
Writing with a concentration in Writing for Children from The New School. Formerly a
full-time Assistant Professor of Composition and Director of the Writing Center at The
College of New Rochelle (CNR), they oversaw the Freshman Writing Program and taught
creative writing. After CNR officially ceased academic operations in August of 2019, they
began teaching part time. As an educator, Steven is passionate about progressive activism
on and off campus and advocating for young people. Steven currently lives in Peekskill,
New York, with their amazingly patient husband, whose name is also Steve. They are
also the co-founder of Pride Book Fest. Steven is represented by Jess Regel of Helm
Literary Agency.
Website: https://stevensalvatore.com
Twitter: @StevenSSWrites
Instagram: @StevenSalvatoreBooks
For More Information: https://linktr.ee/Steven_Salvatore
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AND THEY LIVED… by Steven Salvatore
From the author of Can't Take That Away comes a sex-positive, fairytale-inspired YA
novel that celebrates first love and self-acceptance, perfect for fans of What If It's Us.
Chase Arthur is a budding animator and hopeless romantic obsessed with Disney films
and finding his true love, but he's plagued with the belief that he's not enough for anyone:
he's recovering from an eating disorder and suffers from body dysmorphia fueled by his
father, and can't quite figure out his gender identity. When Chase starts his freshman year
of college, he has to navigate being away from home and missing his sister, finding his
squad, and contending with his ex-best friend Leila who is gunning for the same
exclusive mentorship. If only he can pull together a short for the freshman animation
showcase at the end of the semester.
Then Chase meets Jack Reid, a pragmatic poet who worships words and longs to
experience life outside of his sheltered world. But Chase throws everything into question
for Jack, who is still discovering his sexual identity, having grown up in close-knit
conservative family. Jack internalized a lot of homophobia from his parents and
childhood best friend, who unexpectedly visit campus, which threatens to destroy their
relationship. Chase will have to learn to love—and be enough for—himself, while
discovering what it means to truly live.
Buy Links: Available at https://linktr.ee/Steven_Salvatore
ISBNs:
9781547608195 (Hardcover –Bloomsbury YA)
9781547608201 (eBook –Bloomsbury YA)
Audiobook Narrated by Kirt Graves
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Author Praise for AND THEY LIVED…:
“Steven Salvatore writes complicated love stories with such sincerity, thoughtfulness, and emotional
resonance. My heart didn't stand a chance-I loved it from once upon a time all the way to its joyfully
complex ever after.” —Becky Albertalli, New York Times bestselling author of SIMON VS. THE HOMO
SAPIENS AGENDA
“Reading And They Lived was like a jolt of lightning to my soul. The characters are so bright, the
emotion is so vibrant, and the love is exquisitely electric. Chase's story is a reminder to all of us that
we're deserving of love from ourselves and others, and-even through the hardships-to enjoy the
journey and live.” —Jason June, author of JAY'S GAY AGENDA
“Sincerely funny and heart-achingly real. . . .Salvatore delivers the memorable queer fairy tale
readers are craving!” —Julian Winters, award-winning author of RUNNING WITH LIONS
“Captures all the best and most terrifying parts of loving both yourself and others, masterfully
balancing a dreamy romance with the raw honesty it takes to sustain it. This book is a true delight.”
—Dahlia Adler, author of COOL FOR THE SUMMER
“I devoured this novel. . . . Compulsively readable, unapologetically human, and refreshingly
original, this is a modern gay fairy tale that will turn even the most jaded reader into a hopeless
romantic.” —Nicolas DiDomizio, author of BURN IT ALL DOWN

Editorial Reviews for AND THEY LIVED…:
“Salvatore has done a superb job of dealing with a dramatic complexity of issues while creating
equally complex, highly empathic characters. Readers will urgently root for a happily ever after.” —
Booklist, starred review
“Taking on coming out, the challenges of art-making, the importance of mentors who get where one
is coming from, and the joys and terrors of romance, Salvatore sweeps readers off their feet.” —
Publishers Weekly, starred review
“A sex-positive, LGBTQIA+ romp through an artist's freshman year of college, with quick, witty
dialogue and sure pacing that makes it a perfect crossover title for older teens and college students
in the vein of Rainbow Rowell's Fangirl and Margot Wood's Fresh.” —School Library Journal
“[Chase's] growth, supported by queer mentors and friends, provides affirming representation of
questioning and nonlinear healing . . . A dramatic and refreshing storm of emotion.” —Kirkus Reviews
“An exploration of first love, being on your own for the first time and how to practice selfacceptance, And They Lived is an empowering reminder that we all deserve to live happily ever
after—even if the reality looks different from what we’ve imagined it to be.” – The Nerd Daily

CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY by Steven Salvatore
An empowering and emotional debut about a genderqueer teen who finds the courage to
stand up and speak out for equality when they are discriminated against by their high
school administration.
Carey Parker dreams of being a diva, and bringing the house down with song. They can
hit every note of all the top pop and Broadway hits. But despite their talent, emotional
scars from an incident with a homophobic classmate and their grandmother's spiraling
dementia make it harder and harder for Carey to find their voice.
Then Carey meets Cris, a singer/guitarist who makes Carey feel seen for the first time in
their life. With the rush of a promising new romantic relationship, Carey finds the
confidence to audition for the role of Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of the West, in the school
musical, setting off a chain reaction of prejudice by Carey's tormentor and others in the
school. It's up to Carey, Cris, and their friends to defend their rights--and they refuse to
be silenced.
Told in alternating chapters with identifying pronouns, debut author Steven
Salvatore's Can't Take That Away conducts a powerful, uplifting anthem, a swoony
romance, and an affirmation of self-identity that will ignite the activist in all of us.
Buy Links: Available at https://linktr.ee/Steven_Salvatore
ISBNs:
9781547605309 (Hardcover –Bloomsbury YA)
9781547605316 (eBook –Bloomsbury YA)
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Author Praise for CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY:
Can't Take That Away is a charming, inspiring story about being true to who you are, regardless of
what others see. A perfect balance of queer joy and resistance, this power ballad of a story will
leave you changed . . . for good.” —Phil Stamper, bestselling author of THE GRAVITY OF US
“Can't Take That Away is an honest, joyful, sparkling story of love, friendship, and the unique pride
that comes with being yourself in the face of adversity. Carey deserves a standing ovation!” —
Jessica Verdi, author of FOLLOW YOUR ARROW and AND SHE WAS
Editorial Reviews for CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY:
“This charming, joyful story-about self-love, fighting for what's right, and the love to be found in
chosen family-will make you want to put on a pair of red heels and blast Mariah Carey.” —
Booklist, starred review
“A defiant love letter to queer youth; honest, brutal, and more important than ever.” —Kirkus
Reviews
“This page turner is a perfect pick for music lovers, budding activists, and kids questioning their
own gender identities.” —BCCB
“A fresh voice + a genderqueer teen + one Wicked musical + fighting against the establishment +
first love = A page-turning YA debut. Recommended for all YA collections.” —School Library
Journal
“Filled with big emotions. . . as empowering as it is entertaining, Salvatore's debut novel hits all
the right notes.” —BookPage
“Carey's journey is refreshingly optimistic. . . . Salvatore tackles hard topics such as anti-LGBTQ
bullying, suicidal ideation, and grief, but also emphasizes the joy found in community and living
one's truth.” —Publishers Weekly

